CORSO TRASVERSALE IMPROVING OUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND ATTITUDES IN HEALTHCARE

PROPONENTE
Prof. Pierluigi Politi - pierluigi.politi@unipv.it

OBIETTIVI FORMATIVI
Communication attitudes and skills include all verbal and non-verbal elements of our social interaction. Healthcare is a peculiar field where clinical communication should be a must for every professional but is often one of the most neglected issues during the training period. This brief course will introduce participants to basic skills of the effective healthcare communication, an essential part of building and maintaining good physician-patient and physician-colleague relationships.

NUMERO DI ORE/LEZIONI
8 hours of lecture, each one followed by 8 hours of practice

PERIODO DI SVOLGIMENTO
15, 22, 29 gennaio e 5 febbraio 2018 dalle ore 10.30 alle ore 12.30.
Numero massimo di iscritti consentiti: 15

DOCENTI
Pierluigi Politi and other members of EACH (www.each.eu)

COMITATO SCIENTIFICO
Prof. Pierluigi Politi, Dott. Valentina Martinelli, Dott. Francesca Dionigi

SEDE DEL CORSO
sala riunioni dell'SPDC (Servizio Psichiatrico di Diagnosi e Cura, Pad. Forlaninini, Policlinico San Matteo, piano 0

POTENZIALI DOTTORATI INTERESSATI
All PhD students involved in healthcare

ISCRIZIONI
Prof. Pierluigi Politi